
COMMON FUNCTIONS OF microRNA (miRNAs)

IN PLANTS AND ANIMALS

The existence of microRNAs (miRNAs) in plant and

animal cells, their function, and structural variety were

described 20 years ago. However, the first indications of

the involvement of these miRNAs in the development of

human neurological diseases was discovered almost 30

years ago [1-15]. It was originally found that both plant

and animal miRNAs (i) are representative of small non-

coding RNAs (sncRNAs) that widely occur in all eukary-

otic cells; (ii) are derived from long double-stranded

RNAs (dsRNAs) generated by RNA polymerases II and

III (RNA Pol II and III) and then processed into smaller

mature miRNAs 18-25 nucleotides (nt) long by nuclear

ribonuclease III (RNase III) or RNase III-like processing

enzymes; (iii) regulate post-transcriptional stability of
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Abstract—Both plants and animals have adopted a common strategy of using ~18-25-nucleotide small non-coding RNAs

(sncRNAs), known as microRNAs (miRNAs), to transmit DNA-based epigenetic information. miRNAs (i) shape the total

transcriptional output of individual cells; (ii) regulate and fine-tune gene expression profiles of cell clusters, and (iii) modu-

late cell phenotype in response to environmental stimuli and stressors. These miRNAs, the smallest known carriers of gene-

encoded post-transcriptional regulatory information, not only regulate cellular function in healthy cells but also act as impor-

tant mediators in the development of plant and animal diseases. Plants possess their own specific miRNAs; at least 32 plant

species have been found to carry infectious sncRNAs called viroids, whose mechanisms of generation and functions are strik-

ingly similar to those of miRNAs. This review highlights recent remarkable and sometimes controversial findings in miRNA

signaling in plants and animals. Special attention is given to the intriguing possibility that dietary miRNAs and/or sncRNAs

can function as mobile epigenetic and/or evolutionary linkers between different species and contribute to both intra- and

interkingdom signaling. Wherever possible, emphasis has been placed on the relevance of these miRNAs to the development

of human neurodegenerative diseases, such as Alzheimer’s disease. Based on the current available data, we suggest that such

xeno-miRNAs may (i) contribute to the beneficial properties of medicinal plants, (ii) contribute to the negative properties of

disease-causing or poisonous plants, and (iii) provide cross-species communication between kingdoms of living organisms

involving multiple epigenetic and/or potentially pathogenic mechanisms associated with the onset and pathogenesis of vari-

ous diseases.
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messenger RNAs (mRNA) in both plants and animals;

(iv) play a significant role in cell development, aging, the

maintenance of cell health, disease development, and

modulation of the cell transcriptome; (v) participate in

molecular-genetic mechanisms involved in the develop-

ment of various pathologies in animals, and especially, of

lethal human diseases, such as age-related inflammation-

associated neurodegeneration, cancer, cardiovascular dis-

orders (e.g., retinal damage), and neurological diseases,

including age-related macular degeneration (AMD) and

Alzheimer’s disease (AD); (vi) modulate expression pro-

files by regulating gene expression at the level of mRNA

complexity and stability and/or by inhibiting mRNA

translation; and (vii) control gene expression in both

plants and animals by downregulating target mRNAs

(and therefore, preventing expression of genetic informa-

tion encoded by these mRNAs) through upregulation of

specific inducible miRNAs [1-15].

Plants have specific nucleic acid molecules similar to

animal miRNAs, known as viroids, that act as pathogen-

ic infectious agents in many plant species. Because viroids

infect agriculturally important plants, they have attracted

significant scientific, as well as socio-economic interest

[12-21]. From an evolutionary point of view, miRNAs,

including miRNA-155, miRNA-168, and the evolution-

ary ancient miRNA-854, are highly homologous and can

be found in both plants and animals, which suggests that

certain plant and animal miRNAs have a common origin

and have remained similar over extraordinarily long peri-

ods of evolution (for example, Arabidopsis thaliana and

Homo sapiens had diverged ~1.5 billion years ago) [1, 3,

17, 18]. This suggests the existence of interkingdom infor-

mation exchange between animal and plants that involves

sncRNAs and miRNAs. Plant miRNAs can enter an ani-

mal’s body via the diet and then perform various physio-

logical and/or pathophysiological functions in the host

organism [19-21]. Indeed, dietary miRNAs and/or

sncRNAs may contribute to both intra- and interkingdom

signaling, and by doing so, modulate molecular and

genetic processes associated with human health and dis-

eases. They might also be involved in the dietary, environ-

mental, and molecular-genetic interactions of the host

organism within the local ecosystem and entire biosphere

of the earth [17-25].

miRNAs IN HEALTH AND DISEASE

The discovery of miRNAs has revolutionized our

concepts of post-transcriptional gene control in aging,

development, health, and disease in both plants and ani-

mals. miRNAs are produced from long RNA precursors

(low-free-energy hairpin structures up to several hundred

nucleotides (nt) long) generated by RNA Pol II and III

from genes located on multiple chromosomes (all somat-

ic and sex chromosomes in humans). microRNA precur-

sors to (pre-miRNAs) are processed into small interfering

RNAs and smaller mature miRNAs (~18-25 nt long) by

nuclear RNase III or RNase III-like enzymes, such as the

RNase III endoribonuclease Dicer [24-26]. Mature

miRNAs guide the RNA-induced silencing complex

(RISC) onto messenger RNAs (mRNAs); RISC has a

catalytic endonuclease component Argonaute capable of

rapid mRNA degradation [1, 4, 10, 24, 25].

It should be noted that several animal Argonaute

proteins (e.g., human AGO1, AGO3, and AGO4) lack

endonuclease activity and either decrease mRNA expres-

sion indirectly or inhibit its translation on ribosomes [1,

4, 10, 24, 25]. miRNAs are typically complementary to

the 3′-untranslated regions (3′-UTRs) of multiple

mRNAs (target mRNAs). miRNAs decrease the stability

of target mRNAs, accelerate their degradation, or prevent

their translation on the polyribosome complex [10, 24,

25]. For example, the 22-nt human pro-inflammatory

miRNA-146a (MI0000477; 59% A+U, encoded on

chr5q33.3; 5′-UGAGAACUGAAUUCCAUGGGUU-

3′) is derived from the larger 98-nt pre-miRNA-146a

hairpin precursor sequence 5′-GAUGUGUAUC-

CUCAGCUUUGAGAACUGAAUUCCAUGGGUU

GUGUCAGUGUCAGACCUCUGAAAUUCAGUU-

CUUCAGCUGGGAUAUCUCUGUCAUCGU-3′

(55% A+U; mature miRNA sequence is underlined; also

see below) [26-29]. Bioinformatics analysis has revealed

that miRNA-146a is probably one of the most thorough-

ly selected and information-dense sncRNA [30-34]. For

example, a 22-nt sncRNA consisting of four different

ribonucleotides (adenine, A; cytosine, C; guanine, G;

and uridine, U) can generate just a very few biologically

useful miRNAs from over 1012 possible sequence combi-

nations. Indeed, direct observations and analysis of the

abundance, specificity, and complexity of miRNAs in the

human central nervous system (CNS) revealed a relative-

ly small number (~2650) of miRNAs in the entire human

organism, and only ~40 of them are present in the CNS

in amounts sufficient for their detection [31-35]. These

results indicate that (i) unusually high evolutionary and

selection pressure results in the utilization of only highly

specific ribonucleotide sequences so they may function in

highly selective biologically useful miRNA–mRNA

interactions; (ii) negative charge along the length of an

18-25-nt miRNA provides a unique biophysical configu-

ration based on the miRNA ribonucleotide composition

and polyphosphate negative charge [34-36]; (iii) comple-

mentarity provides the basis for miRNA–mRNA interac-

tions and, eventually, regulates transcriptional output,

shapes the gene expression profiles, and determines the

transcriptome composition during development, aging,

and disease pathogenesis; and (iv) remarkably, only about

one in 10 billion theoretically possible miRNAs is

involved in actual miRNA–mRNA interactions and

miRNA-mediated gene regulation and control of biolog-

ical processes in human body, and less than one in ~200
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billion possible miRNAs participate in the miRNA–

mRNA-based regulation of gene expression profiles in

the human nervous system.

In the following five sections we will briefly review

and highlight some recent and remarkable discoveries

including (i) infectious plant sncRNAs known as viroids;

(ii) similarities in biological function, processing, struc-

ture, and molecular epigenetics of miRNAs and viroids;

(iii) involvement of plant miRNAs in potential interking-

dom and interspecies communication and disease devel-

opment in humans; (iv) molecular genetics of inter- and

intrakingdom signaling pathways involving specific

miRNAs (e.g., miRNA-146a, miRNA-155, miRNA-

168, and miRNA-854); and (v) existence of the same

miRNAs in plants and animals that still causes controver-

sy on the relevance of this fact and poses the question how

these miRNAs can affect pathogenic mechanisms associ-

ated with cancer and neurological diseases, including

inflammation-associated neurodegeneration [37-50].

Viroids are highly similar to miRNAs in their struc-

ture, processing, and biological functions. Viruses are

small infectious agents typically consisting of a protein

coat encasing a nucleic acid molecule that can only repli-

cate in the cells of a host organism. The smallest known

DNA virus is the single-stranded DNA (ssDNA) class II

non-enveloped porcine circovirus (family Circoviridae)

with an unsegmented circular genome of 1.7 × 103 nt; the

smallest known RNA virus is the cancer-causing class VI

enveloped Rous sarcoma virus (RSV; family Retroviridae)

with a 3.5 × 104 nt sncRNA genome [47-51]. Viroids are a

family of about 32 different non-coding un-encapsulated

autonomously replicating circular infectious plant

sncRNAs that are considerably smaller than any known

ssDNA or sncRNA viruses. Similar to pre-miRNAs,

viroid precursors range in size from ~246 to ~401 nt and

possess the highest in vivo mutation rates among all

known nucleic acids [51-58]. Interestingly, the range of

viroid hosts appears to be currently expanding due to fast

and continuing evolution of RNA sequences and struc-

tures that acquire novel biological functions [52, 54].

Viroids not only attract significant interest from the bio-

logical, evolutionary, scientific, and virologic points of

view, but also cause serious agricultural and economic

concerns, since viroid infections significantly reduce the

yields of important food cultures including potatoes, cit-

rus fruits, apples, avocados, eggplants, peaches, toma-

toes, and coconuts [5, 52-56].

Viroids are replicated by the unidirectional rolling

circle mechanism in the infected plant nucleus (family

Pospiviroidae) or chloroplasts (family Avsunviroidae).

After replication, viroid precursors exit the nucleus or

chloroplast in a fashion similar to that of miRNA translo-

cation – via the exportin 5-mediated or similar transport

mechanisms [52-55]. Similar to miRNAs, viroid activity

is associated with the emergence of small 21-24-nt viroid-

specific sncRNAs (vsRNAs) processed from a dsRNA

hairpin precursor by RNase III from the family of Dicer

enzyme-like proteins (see above) [50-52, 56, 57]. Like

miRNAs, pre-viroid sncRNAs and vsRNAs do not

encode proteins, have no protein coat, do not reverse

transcribe into DNA during replication, and are induced

by external stressors and environmental factors [52, 55-

58].

Mature vsRNAs are extraordinarily similar to

miRNAs in their size, structure, action, processing, and

capacity for cell-to-cell translocation. Indeed, both

vsRNAs and miRNAs can participate in the transduction

of sncRNA-mediated pathological signals to neighboring

cells and tissues via passive diffusion and/or through the

circulatory system and alter homeostatic gene expression

profiles in the host cells [49-57]. miRNA-like vsRNAs

can induce diseases in plants through similar genetic

mechanisms. Like miRNAs, they can contribute to dis-

ease development in both plants and animals [52-58]. In

contrast to viroids and other known structures, miRNAs

do not replicate in vivo – they are probably too small to

do so. In vitro experiments usually require nucleotide

linkers to be added to miRNAs to enable their copying

and replication by reverse transcription/polymerase chain

reaction (RT-PCR). Interestingly, hairpin formation or

circularization of pre-viroids, pre-miRNAs, and

miRNAs, as well as formation of complex secondary

and/or tertiary structures, may stabilize these unique

molecules [59-64]. The possibility of cell-to-cell, tissue-

to-tissue, and perhaps, species-to species transfer and

spreading of signals mediated by miRNAs and viroids has

a tremendous effect on our understanding of complex

genetic interactions between diverse life forms in the

plant and animal kingdoms and their capacity for the

symbiotic exchange of highly selective biological infor-

mation in the natural environment [13, 56-62].

Interkingdom communication – miRNAs and human

diseases. Some of the earliest and most compelling evi-

dence for miRNA participation in lethal human diseases

came from the studies on the role of miRNA-15 and

miRNA-16 in the development of chronic lymphocytic

leukemia (CLL), a type of cancer in which bone marrow

generates an excessive amount of lymphocytes [65-69]

and from the discovery of the association between

miRNA-146a and other pro-inflammatory miRNAs and

lethal age-related inflammatory neurodegenerative disor-

ders, such as Alzheimer’s disease (AD) [16, 30-33, 43,

49]. The discovery of extracellular miRNAs and their

ability to cross biological and physiological barriers added

to the idea that circulating miRNAs, such as the inducible

pro-inflammatory miRNA-146a (see below), (i) can

mediate both short- and long-range communications

between various cell types and (ii) in doing so, can influ-

ence regulation of both physiological and pathological

processes [46-50]. The signaling potential of multiple

plant miRNAs and the intriguing possibility of “horizon-

tal” interkingdom communication via orally ingested
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miRNAs that could influence gene expression in the host

organism have been recently recognized by many inde-

pendent research groups [6-9, 23, 51-73]. Currently,

approximately ~872 miRNAs have been identified in ~71

individual plant species by genomic analysis and RNA

sequencing; at least 325 miRNAs of the angiosperm plant

Arabidopsis thaliana have been fully characterized [70-

74]. Experiments on the transfer of dietary miRNAs,

translocation analysis, cloning, RNA sequencing, and

estimation of miRNA resistance to the strong oxidizing

agent periodate have demonstrated that (i) about 5% of

all miRNAs in the human blood serum are plant-derived;

(ii) plant miRNAs can be 2′-O-methylated at the 3′-end,

which makes them resistant to oxidation, depolymeriza-

tion, and subsequent degradation; and (iii) miRNAs can

be translocated, transported, or circulated as lipoprotein-

attached ssRNAs, complexes with Argonaute, or while

encapsulated in exosomes, microvesicles, or other types

of membrane vesicles [29-36, 72-74]. It was found

recently that 2′-O-methyl-protected plant miRNAs are

able to efficiently cross the epithelial cell layer of the

human gastrointestinal (GI) tract. These miRNAs can be

transported by the circulatory system and access specific

tissues/organs, including the CNS after passing through

the blood–brain barrier (BBB) [35, 36, 73].

miRNAs from food have a significant potential for

post-transcriptional gene regulation in the physiological

compartments of a host organism, mediate gene-based

communications inside the cells and between cells, tis-

sues, and species, and perhaps contribute to cell dysfunc-

tion and neurodegenerative diseases [19, 20, 73, 75-78].

While some of these findings remain controversial and are

still at the early stages of investigation, the ubiquity of

miRNAs in food products of plant and animal origin sug-

gests an interesting possibility that food is not only a

source of fiber, probiotics, nutrients, and vitamins – it

also carries highly specific information for post-tran-

scriptional gene regulation [1, 77, 79, 80]. There are cur-

rently several highly illustrative examples of extracellular,

intercellular, interspecific, and interkingdom communi-

cations via miRNAs (e.g., miRNA-146a, miRNA-155,

miRNA-168, and miRNA-854). The data obtained by

our group and other researchers have provided evidence

that these “mobile” miRNAs that sometimes can be

encapsulated into extracellular vesicles (i) are active in

and common to plants and animals; (ii) can pass through

intra- and inter-kingdom biological and physiological

barriers; and (iii) can modulate essential biological or

potentially pathological processes in plants and animals

[77-81].

Specific miRNAs implicated in trans-species commu-

nication: miRNA-146a. This inducible NF-κB-regulated

pro-inflammatory miRNA is probably one of the most

studied miRNAs due to its role in innate immunity and

inflammatory neurodegeneration in humans [35-40].

Human 22-nt miRNA-146a (hsa-miRNA-146a;

MI0000477; chr5q33.3) was one of the first miRNAs

found to be upregulated in brain cells, brain extracellular

fluid (ECF), cerebral spinal fluid (CSF), and blood serum

in affected individuals [81-84]. miRNA-146a is moder-

ately abundant in diseased human brain and retina, but its

amount can be significantly increased by pathology-relat-

ed stress factors, including microbial components (e.g.,

lipopolysaccharide, LPS), neurotoxic metal sulfates,

amyloid-beta (Aβ) peptides, and pro-inflammatory

cytokines [35, 36, 40, 50]. miRNA-146a (i) was first char-

acterized in 2006, in acute monocytic leukemia cell line

THP-1 as an endotoxin-responsive gene and important

regulatory component of mammalian innate and

acquired immune responses [37-40]; (ii) is the first pro-

inflammatory miRNA to be extensively characterized in

AD brain in comparison to the same anatomical regions

of healthy age-matched controls [38-40]; (iii) is the first

miRNA that was found to be directly induced by the

microbiome, more specifically, by extremely pro-inflam-

matory neurotoxic LPS secreted by the Gram-negative

bacillus Bacteroides fragilis inhabiting the human GI tract

[4, 14, 16, 40]; (iv) was the first pro-inflammatory

miRNA to be shown to “leak out” of cultured human

neuronal glial (HNG) primary cells into the surrounding

medium; (v) was detected in brain cells, ECF, CSF, and

blood serum of AD patients [84-87]; and (vi) is upregu-

lated in human prion diseases, including sporadic

Creutzfeldt–Jakob disease (sCJD) and Gerstmann–

Straussler–Scheinker (GSS) syndrome [60]. Interesting-

ly, miRNA-146a is often induced in mammalian hosts

infected with microbial pathogens, such as Listeria

(Gram-positive, intracellular), Salmonella (Gram-nega-

tive, intracellular), Helicobacter (Gram-negative, extra-

cellular/intracellular), Mycobacteria (intracellular), and

common neurotrophic viruses, such as herpes simplex

virus 1 (HSV-1) [40-43]. The role of miRNA-146a in the

interspecific signaling in healthy and diseased plants and

animals is under active investigation [34, 39, 41, 84-87].

miRNA-155. Human 24-nt A+U-rich miRNA-155

(hsa-miRNA-155; 5′-UUAAUGCUAAUCGUGAUA-

GGGGUU-3′; MI0000681; chr21q21.3) plays an impor-

tant role in various physiological and pathological

processes, such as blood and lung cancers, tumor growth,

viral infection, immune and cardiovascular disorders, and

inflammatory neurodegeneration including septic shock,

AD, AMD and Down syndrome (trisomy 21) [88-101].

Inducible NF-κB-regulated miRNA-155a has been

shown to modulate expression of cell regulatory factors

(Bcl2, c-Fos, and STAT3) and transcription-regulating

DNA-binding proteins that directly modify B cell activa-

tion and B cell transmembrane receptor signaling in

chronic lymphocytic leukemia [67, 96-98]. Upregulated

miRNA-155 expression in sporadic AD, AMD, and

Down syndrome is associated with the downregulation of

the soluble serum glycoprotein complement factor H

(CFH) that stimulates inflammatory signaling and elicits
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an aberrant innate immune response, as well as reduced

complement activation [31, 49, 68, 88-95]. miRNA-155

or miRNA-155-containing exosomes are involved in the

T lymphocyte proliferation in septic shock [90] and in the

T cell regulation [91]. Indeed, miRNA-155 plays an

essential role in multiple autoimmune and innate immu-

nity disorders, carcinogenesis, cardiovascular diseases,

inflammation, and age-related neurodegeneration. The

efficiency of anti-miRNA-155 therapy has been recently

shown in clinical and experimental studies of acute

myeloid leukemia [89], different types of lung cancer

[92], experimental autoimmune myocarditis [94], and

insect-borne transmissible infections, such as malaria,

accompanied by nervous system damage and cognitive

impairment [100, 101]. It is also interesting that miRNA-

155 from animal fat tissue plays a key role in the develop-

ment and activation of the immune system (including

activation of regulatory T cells) and induction of pivotal

epigenetic and immune regulatory signals that may pro-

mote the development of progressive inflammatory age-

associated neurodegenerative diseases, e.g., AD [21, 76,

89, 95, 99, 101, 102].

Propolis is a mixture that honey bees (Apis mellifera)

produce from the exudate of plant blossoms. It is a com-

plex mixture of plant resins, waxes, essential oils, pollen,

and natural pesticides, such as lipophilic acaricides,

sesquiterpene quinones, coumarins, phenols, and other

flavonoids and aromatic compounds [103, 104]. Propolis

displays numerous remarkable regulatory, pharmacologi-

cal, and anti-inflammatory properties, including

immunomodulatory action on NF-κB and human

miRNA-155 [85, 103-105]. Therefore, plants can exert

interkingdom effects not only via direct interspecific or

interkingdom transfer of miRNAs but also through the

medicinal products of plant secretion that can target spe-

cific host miRNAs and promote their beneficial or detri-

mental activities. The existence of miRNA-155 homologs

in plants and animals combined with the miRNA-155

capacity for intra- and interkingdom translocation may

underlie an association between a high-fat cholesterol

(HF-C) diet and inflammation-related pathologies, such

as disorders of the cardiovascular system and CNS [46,

84, 105, 106]. In other words, plant extracts obtained

through the diet can produce multiple beneficial effects

on human cardiovascular and neurovascular systems via

specific miRNAs, e.g., miRNA-155. This NF-κB-

inducible miRNA was found in relatively high amounts in

the human brain, retina, and blood. It is possible that it is

directly involved in the development of cardiovascular

and CNS disorders, including AD, BBB dysfunction,

various types of malignancies, Down syndrome, and

AMD [88, 99, 102, 106, 107].

miRNA-168a. miRNA-168 that belongs to a gene

family of at least 49 related miRNA sequences, is one of

the most extensively studied plant sncRNAs [108, 109].

miRNA-168 (21 nt, MIMAT0001726) from maize (Zea

mays) represents an “archetypical plant miRNA”. At

~850 copies per maize cell, miRNA-168 is the most

abundant miRNA that has a recognized ability for both

interspecific and interkingdom communication [6, 73,

108]. Thus, after feeding domestic pigs (Sus domesticus)

with fresh maize ad libitum for 7 days, at least 18 plant-

derived miRNAs 2′-O-methylated at the 3′ end (includ-

ing zma-miRNA-168a-5p) were detected in pig serum,

brain, heart, and other organs. In vivo and in vitro exper-

iments demonstrated that most maize miRNAs are capa-

ble of crossing the pig GI tract barriers to enter the blood-

stream [73]. It was found that plant miRNAs were likely

to specifically target endogenous porcine mRNAs and to

influence gene expression in a fashion highly similar to

that of mammalian miRNAs [10, 73, 108, 109]. Recent in

silico study demonstrated that a small family of plant

miRNAs, including miRNA-168a, is also present in a

population of mammalian breast milk exosomes,

although the significance of miRNA-168 presence in this

unique secretory compartment is not well understood [19,

91]. Interestingly, (i) plant-derived miRNA-168 displays

a high degree of complementarity with exon 4 of the

mammalian low density lipoprotein receptor adapter pro-

tein 1 (LDLRAP1) mRNA [6, 73, 110]; (ii) LDLRAP1

mRNA encodes clathrin-associated sorting protein

(CLASP) that predominantly localizes to the liver and

facilitates removal of low density lipoprotein (LDL) from

the human circulatory system [6, 20, 73]; (iii) miRNA-

168 regulates expression of the AGO1 mRNA coding for

the central component of the plant RNA silencing com-

plex (RISC) that binds to a vast majority of plant miRNA

undergoing processing [6, 20, 73, 110]. Our ongoing stud-

ies indicate that miRNA-168a is indeed abundant in sev-

eral food plants and could be detected in the blood and

CNS ([6]; unpublished data, 2018). 

miRNA-854a. The primary sequences of miRNAs

contain ribonucleotide fingerprints conserved across multi-

ple miRNA species; these RNA sequence fingerprints

include some of the most thoroughly studied, evolution-

conserved sncRNA sequences ever discovered [4, 14, 34,

35, 58, 84, 107]. For example, using species- and genome-

wide computational approaches, RNA sequencing, and

comparison of miRNA structures and sequences, it was

found that members of the miRNA-854 family are abun-

dantly expressed in Arabidopsis thaliana, Caenorhabditis

elegans, Mus musculus, and Homo sapiens ([2-4, 6, 9, 36];

unpublished results, 2018). In all these evolutionary distant

species (Arabidopsis thaliana and Homo sapiens diverged

about ~1.5 billion years ago) [16-18], the 21-nt G+A-

enriched miRNA-854a (90.5% G+A; 5′-GAUGAG-

GAUA-GGGAGGAGGAG-3′) plays a common regula-

tory role by targeting the 3′-UTR of the oligouridylate-

binding protein 1b (UBP1b) mRNA. Interestingly, UBP1b

encodes a highly conserved member of the family of het-

erogeneous nuclear RNA (hnRNA) binding proteins [2, 4,

6]. Hence, miRNA-854 is an important example of an
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interkingdom regulator of basal RNA-specific uridine-

mediated transcriptional mechanism in both animals and

plants that has existed over billions of years of evolution. In

addition to the evolutionary conservation of primary

nucleotide sequences, the secondary and tertiary structures

of many miRNA precursors are also significantly conserved

across multiple sncRNA species; many stem-loop configu-

rations appear at equivalent positions in a significant num-

ber of pre-miRNA sequences [2, 3, 6, 14, 17, 35, 107].

The “ancient” miRNA-854 is significantly upregu-

lated in AD-affected brain tissues; targeting of miRNA-

854 to the UBP1b mRNA 3′-UTR has been predicted

and actually observed in the AD brain. This may affect the

availability of uridine (U) for its incorporation into newly

synthesized RNA and is presumably related to the widely

reported transcriptional impairments observed in AD tis-

sues when compared to age- and gender-matched con-

trols [6, 49, 72, 111-116].

Important questions. As in any newly emerging

research area, many fundamental questions on the inter-

specific/interkingdom communications via miRNAs are

still to be answered. Ultimate, basic, persistent, and

recurring questions remain on the proportion of miRNAs

participating in cell-to-cell or species-to-species com-

munications and on the impact of miRNAs on cells, tis-

sues, organs, and organisms. Which miRNAs are selec-

tively secreted into the extracellular space? Which ones

are not, and for what reason? Which miRNAs actually

participate in cell-to-cell communication and/or inter-

species signaling in health and disease? What are the

mechanisms underlying selective export of miRNAs into

the extracellular space and their trafficking to more dis-

tant locations? What have been the relationships between

miRNAs and viroids over the course of evolution? Can a

viroid mimic or alter the normal function of miRNA and

contribute to health and/or disease? Are miRNAs and/or

viroids able to penetrate through the GI tract and BBB of

animals or though the plant cell walls? Do miRNAs of

poisonous or neurotoxic plants contribute in any way to

the toxicity usually associated with the known toxic com-

ponents of these plants? And perhaps most importantly,

can plant-derived miRNAs provide health benefits to

humans who consume these plants, and is there any

reciprocal action of animal miRNAs on plant miRNAs?

All these questions still remain unanswered.

Interkingdom communication via miRNAs in health

and disease: the controversy. Taken together, these multi-

ple observations and recent findings suggest an existence

of complex and highly interactive pathways governing

miRNA biogenesis and horizontal transfer of miRNAs

between plants and animals. As in any emerging research

field, these findings are somewhat controversial. For

example, recent reports on the structure and function of

plant miRNAs provides evidence that plant miRNAs

could have evolved independently from other miRNAs

[62, 70], while bioinformatic analysis of the abundance,

specificity, and diversity of cross-species miRNAs (xeno-

miRNAs) has shown that xeno-miRNAs originate by pro-

cessing of non-specific heterogeneous nuclear RNAs

(hnRNAs) or sncRNAs rather than from dietary intake or

other external miRNA sources [117]. Other research

groups have proposed that sncRNAs, miRNA-like mole-

cules, or miRNAs from medicinal plants can be used as

novel bioactive components that might be beneficial for

an animal organism [6, 80]. Similarly, poisonous or dis-

ease-causing plant species can damage animal’s health via

their miRNAs [118]. Thus, deadly nightshade (Atropa bel-

ladonna), a perennial herbaceous plant of the Solanaceae

family (a family consisting of about 98 genera and ~2700

species including tomato, potato, pepper, and tobacco)

ranks as one of the most poisonous plants on Earth. Its

leaves and berries contain extremely neurotoxic tropane

alkaloids that include anisodine, atropine, hyoscyamine,

methylecgonine, and scopolamine, whose action is asso-

ciated with altered visual perception, ecstasy, hallucina-

tions, and delirium and may contribute to adverse neuro-

toxic events and functional neurological deficits in the

CNS resulting in irreversible neurodegeneration [119].

According to the unpublished results of microarray assay,

leaves and berries of deadly nightshade also contain high

amounts of miRNA-155, a pathogenic microRNA known

to be upregulated in multiple autoimmune and innate

immune disorders and in several progressive neurodegen-

erative disorders, including AD, AMD, and Down syn-

drome [33, 35, 45, 50, 88, 98, 107]. Therefore, in contrast

to the health-promoting effects of certain miRNAs from

medicinal plants, neurotoxic or pro-inflammatory

miRNAs from poisonous or disease-inducing plants may

contribute to the impairments in the CNS homeostasis

through induction of novel pathogenic miRNA-mediated

signaling pathways ([118-122], unpublished results).

The similarities and differences in the sncRNA-

based communication and information transfer between

various organisms, the functional roles of sncRNAs in

eukaryotic organisms, their evolutionary origin, potential

for interaction with human microbiome, and role in pro-

posed interspecific or interkingdom communications, as

well as miRNA complexity, specialization, and abun-

dance in plants and animals have been recently reviewed

in [6, 16, 33, 84, 96, 118-122] (figure). The ongoing stud-

ies of the structure, activity, and biophysical properties of

sncRNAs, miRNAs, and viroids in plants and animals

will expand our understanding of sncRNA biology

including multicomponent miRNA-based communica-

tion pathways and open up new frontiers with new and

perhaps unexpected prospects.

Taken together, these recent studies have expanded

our understanding of interspecific and interkingdom

communications and strengthen the idea that the transfer

of sncRNAs or miRNAs from one species to another is an

intriguing direction for contemporary genetics research.
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It is important to remember that (i) certain plant and

animal sncRNAs (e.g., miRNAs) have preserved their

size, mechanism of biogenesis, structure, and function as

discrete information-carrying molecules through hun-

dreds of millions of years of evolution; (ii) certain

miRNAs have retained their essential role in the modula-

tion of gene expression and may perform pathophysiolog-

ical functions in healthy and diseased plants and animals;

(iii) health-promoting or disease-linked miRNAs may

provide a foundation for novel therapeutic approaches

involving application of stabilized miRNAs or anti-

miRNA agents; and (iv) perhaps most importantly, our

food is not only an essential supply of nutrients for our bod-

ies but may also be a source of sncRNA- or miRNA-based

important genetic regulatory information that can either

support our health and well-being or contribute to disease

pathogenesis [6-9, 48, 118].

Based on 40 years of research into the structure and

function of sncRNAs and miRNAs in the human CNS,

we propose that (i) the reasons for the highly similar

mode of action among plant and animal miRNAs is that

these 18-25-nt molecules have originated from a common

ancient RNA and then evolved separately as a result of

evolutionary divergence between plants and animals; (ii)

existence of sequence-specific sncRNAs in the same

environment and their mechanistic similarity in plants

and animals may represent an intriguing example of con-

vergent evolution. Taken together, these recent findings

support the following concepts: (i) our dietary habits may

affect our physiological condition on a genetic level; (ii)

nutrigenomics may be involved in the pathobiology of

most prevalent age- and lifestyle-related human diseases,

such as cancer, cardiovascular disorders, and inflamma-

tory neurodegenerative diseases of the CNS (e.g., AD);

(iii) externally sourced animal- or plant-derived

sncRNAs and/or miRNAs may impact human health or

disease; (iv) sncRNAs and/or miRNAs may be potential

targets for genetic manipulation to increase stress resist-

ance by consumption of certain animal and plant prod-

ucts; and (v) food-derived miRNAs and sncRNAs may

provide us with another means to deliver necessary thera-

peutic agents or nutrients to improve and maintain

human health or to treat diseases more efficiently. A

number of excellent reviews on microRNAs, viroids,

Six kingdoms of life (Archaea, Eubacteria, Protista, Fungi, Plantae, and Animalia) and their potential and highly interactive contributions to

sncRNA signaling via miRNAs and viroids [117-131]. Very little is known about sncRNAs and miRNAs of Archaea, Eubacteria, Protista, and

Fungi and their interactions (if any) with plant and animal miRNAs. Both plants (Plantae) and animals (Animalia) make an extensive use of

small ~18-25-nt non-coding single stranded RNAs (sncRNAs) known as microRNAs (miRNAs) that transmit critical DNA-based epigenet-

ic information and impact the make-up of the cell transcriptome (see text). Researchers are just beginning to understand the relationship

between plant and animal miRNAs; there is emerging evidence that miRNAs may be “epigenetic communication linkers” between different

species of plants and animals. Different plant genera and species possess multiple forms of viroids, which are small miRNA-like sncRNAs gen-

erally associated with genetically inherited plant diseases. While there is recent evidence that plant miRNA may enter the human body via the

diet, there are very few data on direct or reciprocal interactions between animal and plant miRNAs or between plant viroids and animal

miRNAs (dashed line with question mark). While Archaea, Eubacteria, Protista, and Fungi appear to possess multiple forms of miRNA-like

sncRNAs, interactions between these molecules and higher eukaryotic miRNAs have been acknowledged only recently [6, 14, 114, 115, 118,

123-130]. Microbiomes of plants and animals may act in part as “dynamic exchanges”, as “a reservoir”, or as “modulators” for miRNA-based

communications between Plantae and Animalia (dashed arrow with question mark). Researchers have only started to understand in detail the

effects of plant and animal microbiomes and their secretory products (e.g., LPS), bacterial amyloids, small non-coding RNAs (sncRNAs) and

endotoxins/exotoxins (e.g., fragilysin) on miRNA abundance, complexity, and their role in interspecies communications [16, 119-134].

sncRNA- or miRNA-based signaling and intra- or interkingdom communications may explain in part social, cooperative, interdependent,

mutualistic, and/or symbiotic relationships among the six kingdoms of life.
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intra- and interkingdom communications, evolutionary

aspects of miRNAs, their potential contributions to dis-

eases, and novel bioinformatic tools to study these biolog-

ical processes have been recently published [123-134].

Lastly, plant-derived sncRNAs, miRNAs, and

viroids all have the capacity to rapidly evolve in response

to numerous stressors that plants encounter during their

growth cycle, such as competition with other species,

drought, extreme temperatures, nutrient deprivation,

salinity, exposure to heavy metals or other toxic species,

etc. Transfer of these rapidly evolving sncRNAs to ani-

mals via dietary intake certainly occurs, but its relevance,

if any, is not clearly understood. The rather unique 2′-O-

methylation “blocking” of 3′-ends in plant miRNAs

imparts a remarkable stability to these microRNAs in

acidic domains of the human GI tract, and the influence

of these and other sncRNAs on the gut microbiome is yet

another interesting research area worthy of future investi-

gation. Genomic interactions between plants and animals

mediated by sncRNA and related molecules add another

layer of genetic complexity to interspecific/interkingdom

communications and to the relationships between differ-

ent animal and plant species that make possible their suc-

cessful coexistence in our biosphere.
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